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in shallow estuaries
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James O'Donnell
Department of Marine Sciences,University of Connecticut, Avery Point, Groton

Abstract. Tidally driven residual circulation in shallowestuarieswith lateral depth
variation has been studied analytically using a two-dimensional,depth-averaged
model. The solutionis presentedfor a v-shaped channel. Exchangeflow is found to
be correlated with the topography. The magnitude of this exchangeflow depends
mainly on four parameters: the ratio between the minimum depth on the shoal and
the maximum depth in the channel, the ratio between the tidal amphtude at the
mouth and the mean depth, the ratio between the length of the estuary and the tidal
wave length, and the ratio between the tidal timescale and the decay timescale due
to friction. Generally, a net landward flow occurs over the shoalsand is balanced
by a return flow in the channel. The along-channelresidual velocity changesnearly
hnearly acrossthe estuary. The residual velocity decreasesmonotonically toward
the head of the estuary. The transverse residual velocity is convergent in the
channel and divergent on the shoals. The residual velocity is highly dependent on
the length of the estuary. When the length of the estuary is much smaller than
a quarter of the wave length, the residual velocity is relatively small. When the
length of the estuary is about a quarter of the wave length, the magnitude of the
residual velocity reachesits maximum. When the length of the estuary is much
larger than a quarter of the wave length, the residual circulation approachesthe
pattern found in an infinite length estuary. On the basis of the analysis of the
solution, we concludethat exchangeflow generatedby tides in a shallow estuary
is the result of competition among several processes.An inward flux is caused by
local nonlinearity, both in the bottom friction and from propagation of the tidal
wave of finite amphtude. This inward flux is larger on the shoalsand smaller in
the channelowing to larger nonhnearity in the shallowwater. The residual inward

flow createsa setup(residualsurfaceelevation)of water at the head of the estuary
that producesa pressuregradient. This residual pressuregradient is approximately
uniform acrossthe estuary and drives an outward flow that is larger in the channel
than on the shoals. In all of the parameter space the competition results in a net
inflow

1.

on the shoals and a net outflow

in the channel.

Introduction
The

residual

circulation

in estuaries

determines

the

net exchangeof salt, water, and other biologically and

chemicallyimportantmaterials[Kjerfvee! al., 1981]on
timescaleslongerthan one tidal cycle. The obviousneed
to understand the mechanismscontrolling the residual
motion has prompted considerableresearch. In analytic
studies of both the first-order

tide and the residual

cir-

culation, it has been common practice to assumethat
lateral variations in the flow are comparatively small

and to study modelsof estuarieswith rectangularcross
section[Johns,1970; Ianniello, 1977a, b, 1979; McCarthy, 1991; Jay and Smith, 1990a,b]. With similar
assumptions,modelsof the laterally averagedcirculation have alsobeendeveloped[Parker, 1984].
Someresearchers
[Dyer, 1977]have arguedthat the
laterally homogenous
assumptionis not realisticsince
the magnitudeof the circulationmay be unevenlydistributed acrossthe estuary. The flow may have a spi-

ral structure[Dyer, 1977],whichcan be causedby the

Paper number 97JC02330.

cross-channelvariation of depth producing unevenly
distributed vertical mixing and, consequently,significantlateral and verticalcirculation[Valle-Levinsonand
O'Donnell, 1996]. The longitudinalchangeof cross-
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sectional form and bends of the channel can also cause
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lateral flow structure[Dyer, 1977]. AlthoughIanniello trate in the main channel, with flood-directed flow on
[1977a]studiedonly modelswith rectangularcrosssec- the shoals. Observations in the Lower Hudson Estutions, he pointed out that the assumptionthat the chan- ary (K. Lwiza et al., personalcommunication,
1996)
nel had a rectangular crosssection was very likely the appeared to have similar results. In a study based on
limiting factor in applying the theory to real estuaries. 9 days of observationsat North Inlet, South Carolina
In recent years, increased efforts have been made [Kjerfve,1978],the tidally averagedtransversevelocity
to resolve the lateral structure of estuarine circulation
structure was alsofound to be the opposite of Fischer's
to be flood
through observations as well as through model stud- [1972]mode. The residualflowwasobserved
ies.
Observations
have indeed revealed lateral varidirected at all depths in shallow areas and ebb directed
ability of salinity and current, not only for the first- in the deeper areasof the same crosssection. Two other
order tide [Nunes and Simpson,1985; Huzzey, 1988; similar experimentsconductedat North Inlet by Kjerfve
Huzzcy and Brubakcr, 1988; Simpson and Turfell, 1986; [KjerfveandProehl,1979;Kjerfve,1986],whichcovered
Fricdrichsand Hamrick, 1996],but alsofor the subti- 3 and 32 tidal cycles,respectively,including both neap
dal residualmotion [Dyer, 1974; Murray and Siripong, and spring tides, showedthe same pattern of residual
1978; Schroeder, 1977; A•'erfve, 1978, 1986; Kjerfve circulation. The results also showed that the maximum
and Proehl, 1979; Uncles et al., 1986; Wong, 1994; residual varied with the amplitude of the semidiurnal
Valle-Levinson and Lwiza, 1995; Wang and Chao, 1996; tide between the spring and the neap. This indicates
Friedrichsand Hamrick, 1996]. Differencesin the re- that the exchangeflow may be tidally induced.
In this paper an analytic theory is presentedfor the
sults of these studies highlight the variety and complexity of mechanisms that result in residual circula- tidally driven residual circulation in a channelwith lattion. These mechanismsinclude river dischargeand eral depth variations. All other mechanismsthat can
gravitationalcirculation[Pritchard,1952,1956;Hansen cause residual motion are excluded to clarify the role
and Rattray, 1965; Wilson, 1976], atmosphericpres- of the combinedeffect of the tide and the lateral depth
sure and wind forcing [Kjerfve et al., 1978; Wilson variation. Other mechanismsof residualcurrent genera-

et al., 1985; Wilson and Filadelfo, 1986; Wong,1994], tion, includingbaroclinicpressuregradients[Pritchard,
river inflow, coastalsea level fluctuation [Wilson and 1952,1956;HansenandRattray,1965],windstress[FisFiladelfo, 1986], channelbends[Dyer, 1977; Boicourt, cher, 1976],Corioliseffectmodulatedflows[Fischeret
1982; WestandMangat,1986],the rotationof the Earth al., 1979],and other low-frequencymotions[Wilson et
[Pritchard,1952;Doyle and Wilson,1978;Fischeret al., al., 1985; Wilsonand Filadelfo,1986],have been stud1979],combinedeffectof wind stressand cross-channel ied elsewhere.
The two-dimensional, depth-averaged, long wave
bathymetry [Fischer,1976; Engelund,1986; Fischeret
al., 1979], and nonlineareffectsof the tide [Ianniello, equationsare adopted as a model of the dynamicsthat
in well-mixedestfiaries.As in all
1977a,b, 1979]. It is likely that the particular charac- is mostappropriate
teristics of an estuary dictate the relative importance of previousanalyticmodels[Johns,1970;Ianniello, 1977a,
these processes.The well-known theories of Pritchard b, 1979; Hamrick, 1979; Sarabun, 1980; Parker, 1984;
[1952]and Hansen and Rattray [1965]describeestuar- McCarthy, 1991; Friedrichs and Aubrey, 1994; Wong,
ine circulation as freshened seawater flowing out in a 1994], no tributary is includedin the model and only
near-surfacelayer and seawaterflowinglandward below. simple lateral boundariesare chosen. As a result, the
When the lateral variation of bathymetry is taken into residualflow causedby promontories[Pingtee,1978]is

account,the verticalstratification
maybe replaced,or also excluded. In addition, the lateral friction is nepartiallyreplaced,
by a lateralstratification
alongwith glected since it has been shown to be a weak effect in
a lateralvariationof velocityfield,whichmay showa mostestuaries[Ianniello,1977a].
The model estuary is assumedto be straight, with
landwardflow of salt water in the deepchanneland
seaward flow of fresher water on the shoals. This mode

of circulation
wasfirstsuggested
by Fischer[1972]and
furtherexplained
andobserved
by Hamrick[1979]and

constant width and a lateral depth variation, and to
have a solid boundary at the head. A semidiurnal tide
is assumed to force the circulation

at the mouth.

These

simplificationsmake it possibleto solve the problem
Wong[1994].
However,observations
do not alwaysrevealthis mode analytically using a perturbation method. The soluof circulation.Robinson[1960]indicatedthat in nar- tion for the tidally induced residual circulation exhibits
row estuaries there is often a dominant ebb channel.

similar

characteristics

to the observations

of Robinson

By conductingdrifter experimentsin the lower Hum-

[1960,1965],Zimmerman[1974],Charltonet al. [1975],

ber Estuaryin 1961,1962,and1963,Robinson
[1965] A•l'erfve[1978,1986],and Kjerfve and Proehl[1979].It

concluded that the main axial channel of the Humber

contains five parameters that allow us to explore the

wasof the ebbtype,whichwasconfirmed
by the Admi- characteristicsand importanceof the physicalprocesses
ralty Tidal StreamTable. Observation
by Zimmerman they represent.
[1974]at the tidal watershedin the Dutch WaddenSea

foundnet ebbdirectedfloweverywhere
in the deeper
area,fromwhichheconcluded
that a compensating
net
flood-directed
flowshouldexiston the adjacentshoals.

2.

Model

The modelgeometry(Figure1) is chosento be sym-

Studies
fortheTayEstuary[CharItoh
½!al.,1975]also metric about an axis alongthe deepchannel,with only

showed that the ebb-directed flow tended to concen- lateral depthvariation.The x axisis taken to lie along
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where the constantsrr and (0 are the tidal frequency and

head of the estuary

amplitudeat the mouth, respectively,
and j = x/-1.
A Fourierdecomposition
[Parker, 1984]is appliedto
the quadratic friction to simplify the equations. Since
the ratio of the magnitudes of the horizontal velocity

componentsis Ivl/lul = O(D/L), which is small in
manyestuaries,
the quadraticfrictiontermscanbe approximated,to secondorder in D/L, as

+
/,+(7

o
h

h
max

/•+(7,

h+•

h+•

(3)
The Fourierdecomposition
of u[u[ is well established
[Proudman,1953;Parker,1984].For a one-dimensional
problem with a single astronomicaltidal constituent
plus its higher harmonics and a mean flow, Parker
[1984]h• shownthat, correctto the third order,

min

D

mouth of the estuary

8

Figure 1. The modelestuary. The length, width, shoal
depth, and channel depth of the model estuary are L,

2D,hmirt
, andhmax,respectively.
Theorigin
oftheco-

ordinate is chosenat the mouth on the right side. The

x axis points toward the head, and the y axis points to
the channelof the estuary,forming a right-hand coordinate system. Most of the results presented are for only
half of the model estuary owing to symmetry.

the boundary and points toward the head of the estuary. The y axis lies alongthe open boundary at x = 0.

A single-frequency,
semidiurnaltide is imposedat the
mouth of the estuary. Both the amplitude and phase
of sea level variation

+

aie assumed to be uniform across

the estuary and are specified. Since the Coriolis effect
is neglectedin this model, the flow is symmetric about

the centralaxisof the estuary(y = D). It is therefore
only necessaryto discussthe problemwithin half of the
estuary(0 _<y _<D).
The depth-averaged,shallow water momentum and
continuity equations are Used

(1)

.I.I-

(4)

in which U is the amplitude of the first-order velocity
U.

Because1/(1 + C/h) can be expressed
as

l+C/h
=1-•+O
Combining(4) and (5), the quadraticbottomfrictionis
then expressed,correct to the secondorder, as

a+C

:

(½)

•

in which/• has a dimensionof velocity and is defined as
8CvU

(7)

Similarly, correct to the secondorder

CDvlul

vC

(s)

We see that if • is a known constant, then the bottom friction is linear at first order. Although U and
therefore• may be a function of both x and y and are
unknown in general, • is often assumed constant for

the sakeof simplicity[Pite, 1973]. SinceU at the solid

where
u,v,•, h,x,y,t, Co,andg arelongitudinal
veloc- boundary(x = L) shouldbe zero, • is overestimated

ity, lateral velocity,elevation,water depth, longitudinal by this approximation. On the other hand, the longitucoordinate,lateral coordinate,time, drag coefficient, dinal friction is proportional to both • and u as shown
by (6). At the head (x = L), u • 0, the magnitudeof
and the gravitational constant,respectively.

try alsorequires
that therebenofluxofwateracross
the

friction term has the correct behavior, despite the fact
that • is overestimated there. This simplification has
therefore little impact on the solution. We expect that
in most estuaries the magnitude of velocity is in the

axis unlessthe tidal amplitude at the mouth is a function of y, a possibility we exclude at the moment. The

1.06• 10-• to 2.12• 10-• m/s, assuming
C• = 0.0025.

The head of the estuary and the side boundaries are
rigid, so the longitudinal velocity at the head and the
lateral velocity at the side boundaries are zero. Symme-

boundary conditionsfor the estuary can be expressed
therefore

rangeof 0.5 to i m/s, whichimpliesthat • rangesfrom

Li [1996] examinedquantitativelythe effect of the
• = const approximation by computing the results of a

as

numerical,finite difference
solutionto (1) to an approx-

0, vly=0,s
-- 0, cid:0- R(c0

(2)

imate solution similar to the one developed in this arti-
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cle. The results showed small differences in the residual

circulationmagnitudesnear the closedend of the channel but essentiallyno differencein the pattern.

Ot

(11)

Applyingthe resultof the Fourierdecomposition
for
the quadraticfriction to (1), the followingequations,
correct to the secondorder, are obtained

Ou Ou Ou O• u
Ov
O• v+
ot+ Ov
+ Ov Oy
0(
Ot

Ox

+

=0

Os

The inhomogeneousterms in these equations are determined from the solution to the linearized problem
and arise from the advection and the quadratic friction

(9) terms

in the momentum

balance

and the third

term

in the continuity equation. Notice that the last term
on the right-hand side of the x momentum equation,

In (9) the quadraticfriction has been decomposed/•up•p/h2, canbe eithera source
or a sinkof momeninto a linear part and a higher-orderterm. The advan- tum, depending on the phase difference between the
tage of (9) overthe originalshallowwater equationsis depth-averagedvelocity and the surfaceelevation. This
that the perturbationmethodcan be readily applied. A term results from the nonlinear bottom friction term,
perturbation method, however,often resultsin clumsy which, in contrast, is always a sink of momentum. Of
notation that obscuresthe fundamental physics. In this course, this term does not indicate that there can be
paper thereforewe establishthe theory and obtain sim- a real physicalsourceof energy. Rather, it reflectsthe
ple analyticsolutionsusingan ad hocmethod. We then fact that in the momentumequationin (10) the botuse the solution to identify the fundamental dynamics tom friction is either overestimated or underestimated
that determine the structure of the residual flow. A
by using h0, instead of h 4- •, in the denominator. A
formal perturbation solutionwill be presentedin a sub- higher-order
erroris thus correctedin (11). The contisequentpaper in which we will stressthe dependence nuityequationin (11) hastwo moretermsthan in (10):
of the structure of the residual circulation on the mag- (1) O((pup)/Ox,whichis the "longitudinal
divergence"
nitudes of the parameters as well • the effect of the of the transportabovethe troughin the solutionto (10);
lateral

variation

of the first-order

tide on the residual

flOW.

3.

and(2) O(hv')/Oy,whichis the "transverse
divergence"
of the depth-integrated transport.

The solutionof problemslike (11) may be separated
intotwoparts[Ianniello,1977a]:(1) a double-frequency

Solution

oscillation that is a function of time and position and
To obtain an analytic solution to this problem, we (2) a steadystateor theresidualcirculation
that is only
write each velocity componentas well as the sea level a function of position. Our interest is in the latter. For
as the sumof two parts: u = up4. u•, v = vp4. v• and this reason,we averagethe aboveequationsover one

( = (p 4- (•, wherethe subscriptp is the solutionwhen tidal cycleto eliminatethe time dependentcomponent

the bottom is fiat and the dashedvariables representthe
influence of nonlinearities and lateral variation in depth.

and only seek for the residual circulation solution. The
averaged equations are as follows:

Sincewe havedefinedthe geometrysothat the coastline
is straight and the boundary forcing to be independent

of y, we must havevp = 0. We nowrestrictthe lateral
depthvariationsto be smallsothat O(u'/up) = •o/ho.

upOx

gOx

h { h2
__

__

0('

It is then simple to show that

o--g Oy h

(12)

Ou' 0• u• Ohv'
=0
vp=0

+

Ox + Oy

(10)

-o

with the boundary conditions
__

friction.

The effect of the lateral depth variation is to make
the bottom friction more significantin shallow water,

resulting in a lateral shear of longitudinal velocity. A
lateral pressuregradientcan then be generatedto drive
a small lateral velocity. These effects and those resulting from the nonlinear terms in the momentum and continuity equationsnow appear in the higher-orderequations:

__

__

u'l•:L - O, V'ly=O,D
-- O, •'l•=0 - 0

which are the familiar linear long wave equationswith

(13)

The solutionfor the first-order problem may be written

as

up- Re{ ueJ•t}, vp- O, (p- Re{Aej•t}

A- hoa
(C2e_Ja
• _C1
ejax)
(T

.

U -- Vie 3•x 4-C2e- j
in which

(14)
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h• m
Variable Channel Depth

(15)
•oer

1

C2= hoo•
1q-e
-2j•L

10

0

Or in a more concise,nondimensionalform

2

4

2

4

0

CoJ sin[q5(1-x/L)]
•o ,I,
cos(O)

U

v•0

Vo-O
A

h0

(16)

Cocos[•(•- •/•;)]
•0
½os(•)

10
0

y, km

in which

Figure 2. Depthas a functionof y andthe rangeof
depthvariation.The depthfunctionis exponential
on

;b-2• X 1-j

, A-

-o'

, (I)- 1-j

either side of the estuary and is symmetricabout the
axis of the estuary. Differentdepth profilesare used
(17) to calculatethe solution.(a) Shoaldepthis fixed. By
0

This solution is clearly a superpositionof the damped
incident and reflected waveswith complex wave number
a. Since the properties of this model are well estab-

varyingthe channeldepth,differentdepthprofilesare
obtained.(b) Channeldepthis fixed. By varyingthe
shoaldepth,differentdepthprofilesare obtained.

lished,e.g., Ianniello [1977a],we commentonly briefly
on someaspectsof relevanceto the residual circulation.

As is evidentfrom (16) and (17), the solutiondepends
residual transport over the mean depth plus the Stokes
on L/A and/3/o'ho. The (o/ho is the magnitudeof the
tide and thus controlsthe magnitude of the tidally in-

ducedresidual[Ianniello,1977a].The lengthratio L/X
also affects the magnitude of the tide. For a length ratio of one quarter the estuary would resonate if not for
the dissipationof energy by friction. Friction keepsthe
magnitude of the forced responsefinite and shifts the

peak of the response.Since1/•r is proportionalto the

tidal periodand(/•/ho)-• is a decaytimescale
for the
velocity,•/crho is a ratio of thesetwo timescales.These

flux. The integral acrossthe estuary for uT should be
zero owing to mass conservationrequirement, i.e.,

/iDhuTdy
-0

(19)

From(12) we write the residualvelocityu' asa function of the first-order solution and the residual pressure
gradient,

parametersshould then influencethe magnitude of the
tidally induced residual circulation.
To obtain the tidally averaged residual circulation,

- h

a(

• u•-DT+g

wemustnowsolvethe second-order
equations(12). An
Substituting(20) and (18) into (19) andrecallingthe
exact solutionof (12) for a v-shapeddepth function assumptionthat the residual pressuregradient is only
(Figure 2) is presentedin the appendix.A simplerap- a functionof x (or laterallyuniform),the residualpresproximate solution can be obtained for a narrow estuary by assumingthat the lateral variation of elevation

sure gradient can be solvedas follows,

is small[FriedrichsandHamrick,1996;Li, 1996].This
assumptioncan be justified by a scalinganalysis[Li,
1996,chapter6], by examiningthe exact solution(see
appendix[Li, 1996,Figures4.5 and4.6]), or by comparing the approximate solution with a numerical solution

g

--

[Li, 1996,Figure 5.4].
Since we are interested in the pattern of the volume
flux in the estuary, it is useful at this point to define the
transport velocity componentsua- and vscas those required to transport the total volume flux through water

of meandepth h. As is arguedby Robinson[1983],

ut- w4
u -•---,
Cp
up VT--v'
- q-•--Cp
Vp

: fø a4u-yu]
_g•o1h2dy
(2D/3•p
up
-up
OUP•oDh2
)
h2dy

D

(21)
The right-handsideof (21) canbe calculatedoncethe
depth function is defined and the first-order solution

is obtained. The residualpressuregradient is readily
computed.The transport velocityis then solvedby

(18)

or the total Eulerian residual transport is the Eulerian

h 7 u•• +gT;

(22)
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VT-- hOx

huTdy

0.12

x10
•

,

,

,

i

i

,

,

4(•1
<

MeanSea

Notice that this solution does not restrict the depth

functionexplicitly.The assumption
that the depthis
symmetric about an along-channelaxis is made for a

The
Mean
Pressure

simpler
presentation
andto compare
withtheexact
solution in the appendix. It is important to remember,however,
thatthefirst-order
solution
is based
on
a fiat bottom channel with the mean depth. To en-

sure that

the solution for the tide is valid at the first

orderthroughout
theestuary,
thevariability
of the

depth should be smaller than the mean depth so that

Ah/ho < 1, whereAh is the maximumvariationof the
depth and h0 is the mean depth.
4.

Structure
The solution

of the

I

I

o

Residual

I

I

I

4o

I

I

8o

Circulation

in section 3 showed that

the first-order

tide dependson (o/ho, L/A, and •/(erho). The tidally

Figure 4. The mean sea level and pressuregradient
along the estuary. Parameters are the same as in Figure 3. The maximum

mean sea level is ~ 10 cm at the

induced residual circulation also depends on these pa- head. The mean pressuregradient resulting from the
rameters. In addition, the appendix shows that the meansealevelis the largestat the mouth(~ 4 x 10-*
residual circulation depends on two more parameters: m/s2) anddecreases
monotonically
toward
theinterior

hmin/hmaxandD/L. Sincetheinteresthereis theef-

until it reaches zero at the head. The scale for the resid-

fect due to lateral variation of depth, a v-shaped depth

ual pressuregradient is shown at right.

functiondefinedby (A3) is chosenfor the calculation.
This particular depth function is chosenso that we can
also compare with the exact solution of the appendix
to examine the assumption that the lateral variation of
the elevation is small in a narrow estuary.
Calculations

for the solution are made for various sets

of parametersin the followingrange: •o/ho ~ 0.03-

0.38,L/A ~ 0.014- 1, andhmin/hma
x ~ 0.5- 0.98.
The depthontheshoals,
hmin,is chosen
varyingfrom
5 m to hmax, whichdeterminesthe meandepth h0 if

the depthratio, hmin/hmax,is given. This in turn
determines
fi/(erho). The width to lengthratio, D/L,
turns out to have little effect on the residual circulation

structure and the maximum residual velocity, consistent with the analysisin the appendix. We use D = 2
km in all calculationspresentedbelow. Note that D is
important in the calculation of the total cross-channel
exchangerate.
Figure 3 showsa distortedvector map of the residual

transport
velocity(uT,vT) for hmin = 5 m, hmax= 10
m, D= 2 km,(0 = lm, and L = 75 km. The estuary length is ~ 0.8 times one quarter of the tidal wave

length. In this example the maximum magnitude of

o

4o

6o

km
Figure 3. Residualtransportvelocity,with only half
of the estuaryshown.The shoaldepth, channeldepth,
tidal amplitude,and drag coefficientat the mouth are
5 m, 10 m, i m, and 0.0025,respectively.The lengthof
the estuaryis ~ 0.8 of a quarterof the wavelength.The
maximum longitudinal and lateral componentsof the
residualtransportvelocityare~ 11cm/sand1.6mm/s,
respectively.The magnitudeof the lateral component
is

the longitudinalcomponent
(uT ~ 11 cm/s) is 2 orders
of magnitudelargerthan the lateral component(vT ~
1.6 mm/s). Figure3 is producedby enlargingthe lateral component, in order to better visualize the resid-

ual gyre. The magnitudeof the depth-averaged
residual
current is ~ 10% of the maximum tidal current. Notice

that although Figure 3 is a result of a model estuary
with a length closeto a quarter of the wave length,
the structure of the residualflow is representativeof all
parameterspace.Specifically,the followingcharacteristics are typicalof our solutions:(1) the residualtransport velocity magnitude decreasesmonotonicallyfrom

exaggerated to better visualize the structure. The net

the mouthtowardthe interior;(2) there is an inward

flow is flood directed on the shoal and ebb directed in

flux on the shoalsand an outward flux in the channel;

the channel, as has been observed in shallow estuaries and (3) the maximummagnitudesof the longitudinal
[Robinson,
1960, 1965;Zimmerman,1974;CharItohet componentappear at the edge and center of the chan-

aL, 1975;Kjerfve, 1978, 1986].

nel. The residualelevationis displayedin Figure 4 as
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XlO

12 •
Mean Sea Level

(a) ,=
4

ResidualPressureGradient(x le-5)
0

2

•

4

Maximum Residual Velocity:Us, Ud, & V

0.2

lO

V

(b) 'g
Ud
-lO

2

4

M2 Tidal VelocityAmplitudeat Mouth
0.8

(c)
o

o

2

4

L Normalized by 1/4 Wave Length
Figure 5. Effects of estuary length. Parameter values are the same as in Figures 1-4, except
the length of the estuary varies from 5 to 390 km, correspondingto -, 0.05 to 4.3 of a quarter of

the wavelength. (a) Residualpressuregradientand meansealevel. The scalefor the meansea
levelis shownat right. (b) Longitudinalcomponent
of the maximumresidualtransportvelocity,
both on the shoal and in the channel at the mouth, and the lateral component of the maximum

residualtransportvelocityat the mouth. (c) M2 tidal amplitudeat the mouthas a functionof
the length of the estuary.

a function of x. As expected, (• shows that there is a
setup of water at the head of the estuary, resulting in
a mean seaward pressuregradient force. This pressure
gradient is largest at the mouth and decreasestoward

the length of the estuary is much smaller than the wave
length, the valuesare all closeto zero. When the length

the head,whereit becomes
zero(Figure4).

In keepingwith the behavior of the first-order solution

By varying the length of the estuary and keepingthe

of the estuaryis closeto the resonantlength (a quarter of the wavelength),UT reachesits maximumvalue.

(Figure5c), the peaksare shiftedto the left of the res-

onant length by friction.
When the length of the estuary is much larger than a
quarter of the wave length, the maximum residual veplayed in Figures 5a and 5b. Figure 5c showsthe first- locities, which occur at the mouth, becomeindependent
order(M2) tidal amplitudeat the mouthas a function of the length of the estuary. For length larger than a
of the length of the estuary. The maximum residual quarter of the wave length, the maximum mean sea level
transport velocity and the mean pressuregradient show slightly decreaseswith the increaseof the length before
similar variation with the length of the estuary. When it increasesagain to a value larger than the maximum
other parameters the same, one obtains the maximum
residual transport velocity, the maximum mean elevation, and the maximum residual pressuregradient, dis-
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Figure 6. Effectsof estuarylengthon residencetime andflux at the mouth. Resultsare obtained

for estuariesof differentlengths(normalizedby a quarterof wavelength). Parametervaluesare
the same as in Figure 5. The scalefor the flux at the mouth is shownat right.

value at near a quarter of the wavelength. For the maximum lateral residual velocity at the mouth, the peak
shift from the quarter of the wave length is larger than
those of the longitudinal velocitieson the shoal and in

depthgradientincreases,the magnitudesof residualve-

locitycomponents
increase(Figure7a). Similarly,Figure 7b shows the maximum residual velocity components as functions of the depth of the shoalswith the

the channel.

channeldepth and other parametersunchanged.When
To compare the importance of the tidally induced hmin is minimum
andthe across-channel
depthgradiresidual flux to the exchangein estuariesof differing

size,we definethe exchangeflux (volumetransportper
unit time ) dueto the residualcirculationasthe integral

!

[

!

:

[

[

[

[

!

0.2

of the inward transport acrossthe estuary at the mouth.
This, of course,must equal the integral of the outward
transport in the presentcaseof no river flow. As shown
in Figure6, the exchangeflux variationwith the length
of the estuary is similar to that of the transport veloc-10
0
ity, with a maximum near the resonant length. The
6
8
10
flushing or residencetime for the estuary is obtained
•ma• m
by dividingthe volumeof the estuaryby the flux. Figure 6 showsthat when the length of the estuary is much
smallerthan a quarter of the wavelength, the tidally inducedresidualexchangeflow is insignificant,sothat the
flux is very small and the residencetime is extremely
large. As the length of the estuary approachesthe resonant length, the flux increasessharplyand the residence
time decreases.In very longestuariesthe residencetime
-10
0
increaseswith L/A since, though the exchangeflux is
6
8
10
constant, the volume increases.
•m•
m
The effect of the channel depth variation is displayed
Figure 7. Effects of lateral depth gradient on maxin Figure 7 whichshowsthe maximumresidualvelocity imum residual velocities at the mouth as functions of
componentson the shoal and the channelas a function either the shoal depth or the channel depth. The paof the depth of the channelhmax (Figure 7a) and a rameters are the same as in Figures 1-6, except that the

(a)

functionof the depthof the shoalhmin (Figure7b). (a) depth of the channelhmax variesfrom 5 to 10 m
The other parameters are unchanged.When the depth (withhmin = 5 m)or (b) depthoftheshoalhmin varies
of the channel is very closeto that of the shoals, the from 5 to 10 m (with hmax= 10 m). The scalefor the
residualvelocityis very small. As the depth of the chan- lateral component of the residual transport velocity at
nel increasesand the magnitude of the across-channel the mouth is shown at right.
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The sensitivity of the solution with the standard pa-

rameter choicesto the amplitude of the tidal forcing
at the mouth is displayedin Figures 9a and 9b. Since

0.2

(a)

IN ESTUARIES

the structure of the residual motion is not affected by
•0, we display the maximum residual velocities on the

0

-0.2

channeland shoals(Figure 9a) and the residencetime
and exchangeflux (Figure 9b) as functionsof •0. The

U•

calculationsshow that the residual velocity magnitude
and exchangeflux increasewith tidal elevation at the

Residence Time and Flux Rate at Mouth
•'

mouth

6000

(b)

and that

the residence

time

decreases.

We also

find that doubling •0 leads to a doubling of the residual
velocity.

4000

• 20

2000

I

2

3

5.

4

-3

Dragcoefficient

X I0

Discussion

5.1.

Momentum

Figure 8. Effectsof drag coefficientwhichvariesfrom

Balance

An explanation for the residual circulation pattern

0.,5X10-3 to 3.8 X10-3 (a) Maximumresidualtransport velocitiesat the mouth. (b) Residencetime and can be formulated by analyzing the solution directly.
Fromthe first equationin (12) andthe definitionfor the
flux at the mouth.
transport velocity in (18), the longitudinaltransport
velocity can be expressedas

ent is largest,the residualvelocityis maximum.As the
depthof the shoalincreases,
the magnitudes
of residual
velocity componentsdecrease.
The choiceof the bottom drag coefficienthas a signif-

The transport velocity can therefore be viewed as

icant influenceon the magnitudeof the predictedresid- the sum of three contributions, which we term uT• =
ual circulation but does not influence the structure.

We

2(rup/h ("Stokes"),ur2 - -hupOup/Ox//• ("advecadoptedGo = 2.5 x 10-3 for the standardcasefollow- tion"), and uT3- -ghO('/Ox/l• ("pressure").
ing Proudman[1953].Figure8 showssensitivityof the
The first component, urn, is 2 times the Stokes flux
maximum residual velocities on the channel and shoals

of a finite amplitude wave. This is becausethe nonlin-

(Figure8a) andthe residence
time andexchange
flux ear term in the representationof bottom friction arising
(Figure8b) to the dragcoefficient.The calculationsfrom the Fourier decompositionof the quadratic param-

show that a factor of 1.6 increase in Co reduces the

eterization happens to have the same effect as that of

magnitude
of the residualcirculation
by ~ 12%.A de- the Stokes flux. This term brings a net inward transcrease of a factor of 2 increasesthe residual flow by ~

55%. Accordingly,the exchangeflux decreases
and the
residencetime increaseswith the drag coefficient.
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Figure 9. Effectsof tidal forcing. Parameter values Figure 10. Residual transport velocity and its comare the same •s in Figures 1-8, except that the tidal ponents derived from the momentum equation. These

amplitudeat the mouthvariesfrom 0.2 to 2.8 m. (a)

include

the three

Maximum residual transport velocities at the mouth.

effects of Stokes flux

due to surface

elevation and nonlinear bottom friction, advection, and
(b) Residence
time andflux at the mouth. Us, Ud,and residual pressuregradient. The advection has only a

V have the samemeaning as in Figures 1-8.

minor

contribution.
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port of water (Figure 10). This inward transportis

estuary results in lateral shear in the tidally induced

larger at the mouth than inside the estuary and larger

residual

on the

head of the estuary on the shoal and toward the mouth

shoal

than

in the

channel.

The

reason

of an

circulation.

The

residual

flow

is toward

the

inward Stokesflux is that the wave is partially progres- in the channel. Note that this structure is opposite to
sive, with only a weaker reflected wave due to bottom that predicted by the qualitative argument of Zimmerfriction. Therefore the phase difference between the el- man[1981]and deducedin the analyticmodelof Yasuda
evation and velocity is smaller at the mouth than in the [1980].
interior and increasesinward to 900 at the head, where
it is almost a standing wave. For this reason,the closer
it is to the mouth, the weaker the reflected wave is, compared to the incident wave at the same location. The
larger values on the shoal are due to the fact that UT•
is inversely proportional to the water depth. Figure 10
showsthat this componentcan generate as much as 20

In the model of Yasuda[1980]the residualvortic-

cm/s residualvelocityat the mouth.

ity was generatedby sidewallfriction. In contrast, the
present model neglectslateral friction since it has been
convincingly argued to be a small effect in estuaries.
Instead, we include bottom friction and lateral depth
variations. Sincetheseeffectsmight qualitatively be expectedto producea similar distribution of vorticity, the
main noveltiesof the vorticity dynamics in this model

The inward transport of water massgeneratesa setup
at the head that is shownby an increasingresidualmean

nonlinearities

elevation

toward

the head.

Associated

are the explicit inclusion of the free surface and the
associated with bottom

friction.

In con-

with this residual

junction with the lateral depth gradient, these will be
elevationis a seawardresidualpressuregradient(Fig- demonstrated below to produce sourcesof residual vorure 4). This residualpressuregradientproducesa sea- ticity that compete with those consideredin the models

ward return flow uT3 (Figure 10). Sincethe residual of Yasuda[1980]and Zimmerman[1981].
pressure gradient is the largest at the mouth, this return

flow

has its maximum

at the mouth.

The

To most clearly explain the vorticity balance in the

third

presentmodel,wefirst discuss
a simpleexperiment[Fischer, 1976]that modelsthe wind-drivencirculationin
and the residual pressuregradient. Since the residual a lake with depth variationsin the directionorthogo-

term in (23), uT3, is proportionalto the productof h

pressuregradient is almost laterally independent, UT3
has a larger magnitude in deeper water than in shallower water. The return flow in the channelin Figure 10

nal to the wind vector since both laboratory observations and a theoretical explanation exist for that problem. We then interpret the predictionsof the present
reaches22 cm/s, whichis on the sameorder of magni- modelin terms of the residualvorticity balanceand contude as that of uT•. However, the maximum for uT3 is
in the channel

rather

than

on the shoal.

The advection-induced transport uT2 is positive but
much smaller in magnitude than either uT1 or uT3. Figure 10 showsthat within half of the estuary of the open
end, this effect does not change with the longitudinal
position. It has an almost constantlateral gradient too,
with a slightly larger value in the channelthan on the
shoal. It decreasesslowly toward the head thereafter.
In Figure 10 the maximum contribution of this term is

trast them with thoseof Zimmerman[1981]and Yasuda
[1980].
In the experimentdescribedby Fischer[1976],a uniform and steady wind was blown along the axis of a
tank of water in which the bottom depth varied across
the tank.

Observations

of the motion

field after tran-

sients had damped showed that there was a net drift
downwind in the shallow side of the basin and upwind in the deeper area. A qualitative explanation of
this phenomenonis that in the steady state the downonly •- 3 cm/s, a significantlysmallervalue compared wind motion resulting from the surfacestresscreated
with that from the other two terms.
a surfacesetup that was approximately independentof
Because the advection effect is small, as previously the across-channel
coordinate.This barotropicpressure
recognized[LeBlond,1978; Parker, 1991], the princi- gradient then resisted the wind stress.
ple balance is between the inward flux due to UT1 and
However, since the wind stressin deep areas had a
return flow due to UT3. Furthermore, since the inward smaller effect on the depth-integrated momentum balflux is larger on the shoal and the return flow is larger in ancethan it did in the shallowareas,the pressuregrathe channel, the net result is an inward flux on the shoal dient overwhelmedthe wind stressin deep areas and
balancedby a return flow in the channel(Figure10).
drove the water upwind. The induced bottom stress
It is important to note that although the present then acted in cooperation with the wind stress to balmodelis a simpleone with a straightchannel,(23) is ancethe pressuregradient. Over the shoals,in contrast,
valid, regardlessof the bathymetry. The three compo- the wind stressoverwhelmedthe pressuregradient and
nents, Stokes, advection, and pressure, are present in water moved downwind, so that the pressuregradient
real estuaries as well. The mechanisms identified here
and bottom stress together balanced the wind stress.
are thereforeapplicableto a generalproblem. The spa- Of course,the magnitudesof the responsedependupon
tial distribution of the magnitude of each term, how- the details of the geometry,but the important point, as
ever, must be determined for each case.
far as we are concernedhere, is that the uniform wind
5.2.

Vorticity

Balance

In this paper we have shown quantitatively that the
lateral variation of depth of a shallow rectangular tidal

stressresultedin a flow with nonzerovorticity owingto
depth variation.
To understand the vorticity balance, it is helpful to
adopt a simple, linear drag law to model bottom fric-
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(X10-5/s)

tion, and representingthe surfacewind stressas r•o the
steady state, along-channel,vertically integrated momentum

balance

can be written
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NLBST

as
-!-

O(+ r•oflu(y)
0- -g•x
h(y)

(24)

-1.0

•

o

•,

2

ADT
-!-

where the advection of momentum has been neglected
for simplicity. Assumingthat r•0 is independent of y,

IPGT

II

then the y derivativeof (24) multipliedby h(y) yields
OhO(

+
Oy
0--g•yy•x
+ghoxoy

(25)
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Vorticity
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Figure 11. Residual transport vorticity and its comAssumingthat the across-channel
variation in the pres- ponents(the vorticitytendencies
(VTs), whichinclude
suregradientis small comparedwith the across-channel the nonlinearbottomstresstendency(NLBST), the net
variation in depth, then
advectiveflux of vorticity or the advectivevorticity ten-

dency(ADVT), and the integratedpressuregradient
by along-channel
(26) tendency(IPGD) or a %orque"caused
gradientof the meanpressureforce(integratedoverthe
vertical)and the across-channel
bottomslope).

Ou
g O( Oh
:
Oy 17Oz Oy

Since, as is easily shown by a scaling argument, the
along-channelgradient in the across-channelvelocity
componentmakes a negligiblecontribution to the vor-

ticity, (26) is a vorticitybalance.The term on the right other components
(Figure 11). Note that thoughthe

can be thought to represent the vorticity tendency re- magnitude of the NLBST varies slightly acrossthe essulting from the shear of the depth-integrated, along- tuary, the tendency for water columns to rotate is due
channelpressure
gradient,O(ghO•/Ox)/Oy,whichtends mainly to the nonuniformdistribution of vertically inte-

to causethe fluid to rotate. This tendency is countered

by the spatial variation of the bottom stress on the

depth-integrated
flow. The vorticitybalancein (26) is
then betweenthe tendencyresultingfrom the integrated

pressure
gradient(IPGT) andthe rate of removalby the
bottomstress(BST).
Note that for rw > 0 and, consequently,
O•/Ox > O,
the vorticity, -Ou/Oy, has the samesign as the depth

gratedmass(Figure11), corresponding
to the variation
of the bottom topography. In the models of Yasuda

[1980]and Zimmerman[1981],only the effectsof advection(ADT) wereconsidered.
Our resultshowsthat
this mechanismgeneratesa vorticity tendency that is
opposite of both NLBST and IPGT, but since ADT
has a magnitudesmaller than either of the other con-

tributions(Figure11), the total vorticityis determined

gradient. If h increaseswith y acrossa tank or lake, by NLBST and IPGT rather than ADT. This explains
then the vorticity generatedshouldbe positiveand the the discrepancybetweenthe presenttheory and that of
current should decreaseas y increases.
Zimmerman[1981].
In the presenttheory the residual dynamic balance in
the along-channel
directionis presentedin (12). Since 5.3. Additional
Comments
the y dependenceof (t is weak, the y derivative of the
The solution of section 3 does not allow the first-order
along-channelmomentumequationmultiplied by h can
be written

tide (up,(p) to vary in amplitudeand phaseacrossthe
estuary. Friedrichsand Hamrick [1996] showedthat

as

Oy-

Oy

+

the tidal current in the James River Estuary does vary
acrossthe estuary. In deep channel the velocity ampli-

77

tude is larger than that over the shoals,which can be
The first two terms in (27) representthe mechanisms explainedfrom the longitudinalmomentumbalance[Li,
that changevorticity in the wind-drivenlake circulation 1996]. The lateral variationof amplitudeand phaseof
problem, i.e., the IPGT and the BST. The difference the first-ordertide will changethe Stokes(uTx), which
here is that the forcing is not wind but, rather, nonlinear tidal stress. Though the third term is similar in
form to the surface Stokes transport, it representsthe

will alter the solution. The quantitative effect cannot
be assessedwithout resolving the lateral structure of
the first-order tide. Detailed solutions are given and

nonlinear

discussed
by Li [1996].

effect of the bottom

stress distributed

over

The value of a dynamically simple theory such as that
presentedin this paper is that it allowsthe isolation of
fer to the vorticity tendencyresultingfrom this mecha- the dominant mechanismsand reveals the consequences
nismasthe nonlinearbottomstresstendency(NLBST) of their interaction on observableproperties of the flow.
(seeFigure11). The fourth term describes
the vortic- This demonstrateshow the setup created by the Stokes'
ity tendencyresultingfrom the advectionof momentum transport and friction in an estuary can drive a residual
(ADT), whichis I orderof magnitudesmallerthan the gyre that is closelylinked to the bathymetry.
the water column. It is therefore sensitive to the phase
difference between the current and the elevation.

We re-
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Much is left out of simple models, however. The effect of the Coriolis force is completely neglected. This
is clearly justified in models of the barotropic circulation in shallow and narrow estuaries where the Rossby
deformation radius is very large comparedto the width
of the channel. Note that, in the present problem, the

IN ESTUARIES

m at the mouth, the maximum values for the residual
quantitiesare as follows: the longitudinal componentof

the residualtransportvelocityUT ~ 10 cmos;the lateral componentof the residual transport velocity VT ~
_

i mm/s; the meansealevelat the head( ~ 10 cm; the

meanpressure
gradient
gO•/Ox~ 4 x 10-5m/s
2' and

solutionfor the longitudinalcomponentof the residual the residualtransportvorticityis ~ 10-4s-1
transport velocity was obtained without using the latOn the basisof this solution and subsequentanalysis
eral momentum equation. Since the longitudinal veloc- we concludethat exchangeflow can be generatedin a
ity is much larger than the lateral velocity, the Coriolis shallow estuary by several processes.The inward flux is
force will only alter the lateral momentum balance but

causedby local nonlinearity, both in the bottom friction

not the longitudinalmomentumbalanceor the longitu- and from propagation of the tidal wave of finite amplidinal exchangeflow. This approximationis permitted tude UTx. This inward flux is larger on the shoalsand
as long as the lateral variation of the mean elevation is smaller in the channel owing to higher nonlinearity at
negligible.
shallowerwater than at deeperwater (Figure 10). The

The structure of the flow driven by the baroclinic residualinward flow createsa setup (residualsurface
elevation)of water at the head of the estuary,which
forcesincethe width of largerestuariesmight be of the producesa pressuregradient to drive an outward flow.
order of the internal deformation radius. This effect Becausethe residual pressuregradient is relatively unihas been studiedusingnumericalmodelsby Fricdrichs form acrossthe estuary, the outward flow is larger in
and Hamrick [1996]and Vallc-Lcvinson
and O'Donncll the channelthan on the shoals(Figure 10). The compressure field should be more sensitive to the Coriolis

[1996]. Both modelsshowthat in tidally dominated bined

estuaries the effect of rotation

in narrow estuaries is

effect results in a net inflow on the shoals and net
outflow in the channel.

modest.

A minor contribution from the advection of velocity
shear, which is generated by cross-channelvariation of
bottom friction and depth variation, creates an oppo6. Summary
site senseof circulation with a smaller intensity. Thus
An analyticalsolutionfor tidally inducedresidualcir- this contribution cannot reverse the overall pattern of
culationin an estuarywith lateral depth gradienthas the residual circulation. The apparent contradiction bebeenobtained.The magnitudeof the exchange
flowde- tween the previous theory and observations,which has

pends
mainlyonthefollowing
parameters:
hmin/hmax, alreadybeen recognized[Zimmerman,1981]is due to
the ratio betweenthe minimum depth on the shoaland the exclusion of nonlinear effects that are much more
the maximumdepthin the channel;(0/h0, the ratio be- important in shallow estuaries.
tween the tidal amplitude at the mouth and the mean
Finally, the present theory solves only the depthdepth;L/A, the ratiobetweenthe lengthof the estuary averaged residual velocity, which underestimates the

andthe tidal wavelength;and/•/aho, the ratio between
the tidal timescaleand the decaytimescaledue to friction. The maximumresidualvelocityis hardly dependenton the width-lengthratio D/L, althoughthe wider
the estuaryis, the larger the total flux rate will be. Gen-

maximum residual velocity along the vertical and, consequently, overestimates the residence time. A threedimensionalmodel is neededfor an accurate prediction
of the magnitude of the residual velocity and the residence time.

erally, a net landward flow occurs over the shoals and is

balancedby a returnflowin the channel.The exchange

Appendix: A Solution Without
estuary. The along-channel
residualvelocity changes Simplification
flow decreasesmonotonically toward the head of the

nearly linearlyfrom a maximumpositivevalue (into
Here we give an exact solution for the residual velocthe estuary)on the shoalto a minimumnegativevalue ity and elevationfor a symmetric, v-shaped depth func(out of the estuary)in the centerof the channel.The tion (Figure2). First, noticethat (12) may be written
transverseresidualvelocity is convergentat the center
of the channel. The mean elevationshowsa setupat

as

the head. This drives the outward residual flow in the

channel.The maximumlongitudinalresidualvelocity
is highlydependenton the lengthof the estuary.When
the length of the estuary is very small comparedto a
quarter of the wavelength, the residualvelocityis very
small. When the lengthof the estuaryis about a quarter of the wave length, the magnitudeof the residual
velocityreachesits maximum.When the lengthof the
term Q(x, y) is
estuaryis muchlargerthan a quarterof the wavelength, in whichthe inhomogeneous
the residualcirculationapproachesthe pattern foundin

aninfinitelengthestuary.Foranestuary
withhmin - 5
m on the shoal,hmax - 10 m in the channel,and(0 - i

Q(x,y)
- g
Ox] q-gh
•
iOx
O(upOup•

(A1)
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and is determinedby the solutionfor up and •p. Con- very small. Note that, although An increaseswith n, it
canbe shownthat both Kn(y) and In(y) and therefore
c•n and c2n vanish as n --• cx•. Further, comparison
lateral depthvariationto exponential,i.e. (Figure2),
of computationswith 10 and 50 terms in the Fourier
h- aet•y
(A3) seriesshowsnegligibledifferences,indicating that the
siderable simplification can be achievedby taking the

error introduced by truncating the expansionat n:

where a, b are constants and

10

is small.

a- hmin, b- ln(hmax/hmin)/D

(A4)

for half estuary in 0 _< y _<D. The depth of the other
half in D _<y _<2D is defined by symmetry. The depth

Calculations

show little

difference between the solu-

tion in this appendixand the simplifiedsolutionof sec-

tion 3. This indicatesthat the approximationof (21),
based on the assumption that the lateral variation of
the elevation in a narrow estuary is small, is quite ac-

profilesare shownin Figure 2 for varioushmin and
hmax. The first equationin (A1) is then the constant curatefor the presentproblem. However,(21) is valid

for arbitrary depth functions with the only condition
that the variability of the depth shouldbe smaller than
the mean depth so that the first-order solutionis valid
uniformly throughout the region.

coefficientdifferential equation

02•7
0•7
y)
Ox
• + •0•7+ 2b
Oy- Q(x,

(A5)

A Fourier seriesexpansioncan be applied to represent
the mean elevation ('
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